Pen-Raised Quail Provided Free State Stocks VIP Bird Hunt

BY JOHN GILLIE

The Jockey World

The birds, according to the report, are the result of a cooperative effort between the Oklahoma Department of Wildlife and Parks, the Oklahoma City Zoo, and the private sector. The program is designed to provide a source of free-range bird hunting for the Oklahoma City public.

U.S. Jury Indicts Maryland Chief

The Washington Post

The trial of Anne R.医疗 is expected to begin next week. The case involves an indictment charging the former mayor of a Maryland town with accepting bribes.

Hall Law Practice Suggested

The Boston Globe

The Massachusetts Supreme Judicial Court has suggested that the state consider implementing a new system for handling legal cases.

Inside News

Sailor Killed

The Associated Press

A sailor was killed in a shooting incident aboard a navy ship.

Telephone Lines Cut

The Dallas Morning News

Telephone lines were cut in several areas, causing disruptions for businesses and individuals.

Fromme Case

One Killed By Sniper in Detroit

The Detroit Free Press

A man was killed in a shooting incident in Detroit.

Texas Firm To Bid For Standard Life

The Houston Chronicle

A Texas company has expressed interest in bidding for a large insurance company.

Secretary Ballot Likely

The New York Times

A ballot initiative is being considered to make the secretary of state an elected position.

Hidden Taxes

The Wall Street Journal

A hidden tax has been uncovered in a recent audit.
Carelessness City Target

At Stillwater
New Windmill In Production

Bond Effort Dropped

Alternative Gifts Listed In Catalog

Pregnancy, Careers Still Pose Problems

SIRLOIN Stockade

Southwest Systems

Carrier
Editorials

Same Goal: Destroy Israel

The Jewish Defense League of Great Britain is now following the pattern set by its parent organization in the United States. It has launched a ruthless and vicious campaign to destroy Israel.

The JDL is trying to disrupt the Jewish state by creating a climate of fear and intimidation. It has conducted a series of bombings and attacks on Israeli targets, leaving a trail of destruction and loss of life.

This organization should be confronted at every opportunity. It is an enemy of peace and of the Jewish people. It is time to stand up to this threat and to prevent it from achieving its goal.

The PEOPLE'S Voice

Rubbed out

The JDL has now targeted a new segment of the Jewish community: the Orthodox. It has conducted attacks on Orthodox institutions and individuals, leaving a trail of destruction.

This is a clear example of the JDL's pattern of targeting the Jewish people. It is a clear violation of the principles of human rights and of the rule of law.

We, the Jewish people, must stand up to this threat and prevent it from achieving its goal.

State Editors Say

Law And Order

Harriet Van Horne

The Obscene Meal

When the Hebrew newspaper, "The JDL Times" in Detroit, featured a story about an illegal gambling operation, the three editors of the newspaper were arrested.

The story was about a restaurant that operated as a front for a gambling operation. The restaurant was owned by a local mobster and was a popular spot for illegal betting.

The editors were arrested for publishing the story, which was considered to be a violation of the law.

We, the editors, are standing up for the principles of law and order. We believe that the public has a right to know about illegal activities, and that the law should be upheld.

Brown And Buddhist Economics

‘American Assassins’ Programs Disturbing

The Brown University has an ongoing program to train student assassins. The program has been revealed to the public, and it is causing a great deal of concern.

The program is designed to train students to carry out assassinations against political leaders and against the United States government.

This is a disturbing development. It is a clear violation of the principles of democracy and of the rule of law.

We, the editors, are calling for an end to this program and for an investigation into its activities.
Harvey O. Bigbie Funeral Planned

Pastor's Services Scheduled

Natural Gas Called Real Energy Shortage

The energy shortage today is a serious problem that puts a close strain on the national economy. The shortage is primarily due to the high cost of producing natural gas, which is a major source of energy in the United States. The shortage has led to a rise in the price of natural gas, and this in turn has led to higher costs for businesses and consumers. The shortage is expected to continue for several years, and solutions will need to be found to address the issue.

Retirement Funds Due Redemption

Research Committee Named At Phillips

UPS Tabs Joe, Terry

Elrod, Parsley Unanimous Picks

2nd-Period Blitz Staggers Oilers

Sears 2 DAYS ONLY

You pick the item that you want to be on sale at Sears
Clip this Tag Now, and SAVE

If you've ever said to yourself, "I'd like to pick the items from Sears that are on sale!" Now is your big opportunity to do it. Just clip this Red Tag and bring it to Sears and place the items you want on Sale at 10% OFF.

• Appliances!
• Home Improvements!
• Home Fashions!
• Tools, Hardware!
• Sporting Goods!

OU Aides Hit The Road

Recruiting In Full Swing

Pokes To Turn The Corner?

Ags, OU Chasing Ohio St.
Pirate Didn't Waste Chance

By MIKE DUNMORE

New York - The Philadelphia Pirates' 13-10 victory over the New York Giants in a thrilling game played on Saturday afternoon in the Polo Grounds.

Bowling Hall, Museum Would Shine In City

By CLARK SMITH

Oklahoma City is the site of the annual bowling tournament, which features the best bowlers from all over the country. The city is known for its beautiful bowling hall and museum, which attract visitors from all over the world.

Capital Boasts 6 Powerhouses

Henderson vs. East Central

Sports Briefs

Gamecocks Get Tangerine Bid

Celtics Beginning To Look The Part

Bulldogs The Power In OIC

NFL Standings

Panhandle Roll Post St. Mary

Norman, Yukon Coogs Collide
'Hired Killer' Suspect Fights Murder Charge

Decision Expected On Judge

Cost Cuts Slated By Post Office

Aliki Foils Rape Case Defendant